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<<First Name>>,
GRC and
technology. Every
organization does
GRC, not every
organization does GRC well. You will
not find an organization that states it
lacks governance, does not care
about risk, and forgets about
compliance. Organizations may not
call it GRC – but they have GRC
processes from the ad hoc to the
mature. What makes a mature GRC
approach – either at the departmental
or enterprise level – different from an
immature approach is how the
organization utilizes process,
technology, and information.
Technology makes GRC and its
individual components of governance, risk management, and compliance more
effective, efficient, and agile.
Over the years GRC technology has evolved and changed. There is not one
vendor that delivers all of GRC, there are many market segments and niches. In
2012, GRC 20/20 recognized ten vendors from a few dozen submissions in
the 2012 GRC Technology Innovation Awards. To recognize how technology is
evolving, GRC 20/20 Research is proud to announce the 2nd annual GRC
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Technology Innovation Awards.
The 2013 GRC Technology Innovation Award process was filled with competition.
The number of submissions more than doubled over 2012. With 57 submissions
there were only twelve slots for winners. GRC 20/20 looked through all of the
submissions, asked for clarification where needed, and selected the 12 recipients
to receive this honor. Some of these recognitions go to established vendors —
others go to up-and-comers. Some have mature offerings, others still need some
polish — all are advancing GRC into new areas. The current award recipients
show thought leadership and innovative solutions.
Particular trends to note in the 2013 selections are:
Delivering a GRC marketplace for the exchange of ideas, content,
and apps (note RSA Archer started this trend a few years back, but
other vendors have picked up on it and have advanced it to new
levels);
Socializing GRC and risk management by utilizing social
technologies to facilitate risk collaboration/gameification across the
business and engage everyone in GRC and risk management (note
BPS Resolver started this trend several years back – but it is just now
gaining momentum and a few companies selected are really
advancing this concept);
GRC architecture and integration – it is not about one GRC
vendor that can do everything. GRC requires the integration of
different types of applications and content to make it work. This
requires that we understand the business, how the business operates,
and take an enterprise architecture approach to GRC.
Engaging the employee, at the end of the day GRC is part of
everyone’s job description. Forward thinking companies are looking
for the user experience and how to get employees more involved and
providing elegant interfaces that employees enjoy working with.
Not every vendor selected for the 2013 award fits into one of thee buckets
completely, but all this year’s award recipients touch one or more of them with
where they are taking GRC technology.
The 2013 GRC Technology Innovation Award recipients are (please follow
hyperlinks to see more detail on each recipient):
1. The GRC Marketplace: the Force.com of GRC. MetricStream’s Zaplet
brings the benefits of Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) technology to the
GRC space, providing a platform to build, market, and sell specialized
GRC applications using the power of cloud technology and
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community.
2. Risk collaboration: socializing risk in the
enterprise. Riskflo’s Discovery™ platform addresses the fundamental
challenge of capturing, integrating and sharing the knowledge of how
a risk behaves.
3. Engaging Risk: providing a social GRC architecture. Integrc’s
"Engaging Risk” is a combination of integrated GRC knowledge
solutions that helps organizations achieve greater understanding and
interaction.
4. Delivering GRC Architecture. MEGA’s Holistic Operational Excellence
platform (HOPEX) integrates enterprise architecture (EA) capabilities
with GRC capabilities into one platform.
5. Mind-mapping GRC. C2CSmartCompliance’s Compliance Mapper has
a powerful GRC content mapping engine that allows an organization to
graphically map regulatory and customer-generated content and click
to establish bi-directional links.
6. The user experience: the Apple of GRC. The Network’s Integrated
GRC Suite is innovative for its design and end user experience.
7. Integrating content, experience, and process. Think of Compli
Portfolio™ as the “electronic binder” that integrates the work of
internal and external experts in an elegant user experience to illustrate
and manage an organization’s compliance and risk profile.
8. Managing risk in social networks. OpenQ’s SafeGuard™ is addressing
the risk of social technologies in regulated industries that have held
back from using social technology because of GRC concerns.
9. Advancing GRC mobility. Supporting GRC activities on the move,
Blackthorn CaseNotes represents one of the most feature rich GRC
mobile apps available.
10. From GRC idea to “there’s an app for that.” Compliance Assurance
Corporation’s Compliance Idea eXchange (CIE) enables their clients to
drive innovation, with a particular focus in GRC in the insurance
vertical.
11. Advancing GRC analytics. In the era of ‘Big Data,’ SAP HANA Analytics
Foundation for SAP Solutions for GRC shows innovation in addressing
the burgeoning velocity, volume, and variety of GRC governance, risk
and compliance data in the enterprise.
12. Efficiencies in reporting. ControlPanelGRC’s AutoAuditor enables
companies to be in a state of continuous audit readiness by
automating manual reporting processes, and through its intuitive
design AutoAuditor adapts to each company’s specific reporting
demands.
GRC 20/20 wishes we could recognize more – but we had to put a cap
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somewhere. Twelve seemed like the appropriate number. There were many great
submissions – some more innovative than others. The 2014 award nomination
process will begin in October of 2013. Further, GRC 20/20 will be doing another
award process called the GRC Value Awards. Nominations will be accepted
starting in April 2013 and award recipients will be selected and announced in July
2013. That process will look to find who has the best-substantiated value
proposition in various categories of GRC software. Stay tuned.
This webinar is GRC 20/20's recognition of the 2013 GRC
Technology Innovation Award recipients. This webinar will
make reference of each award recipient and present why GRC 20/20 is
recognizing them for their innovation in the GRC technology market. Attendees will
learn how new technology, interface design, mobility, and content integration are
changing how we use GRC technology.
Cheers,
Michael Rasmussen, J.D., OCEG Fellow, GRCP
Chief GRC Pundit @ GRC 20/20 Research, LLC
mkras@GRC2020.com

GRC 20/20 Research Webinars
2013 GRC Technology Innovation Awards
This webinar is GRC 20/20's recognition of the 2013 GRC
Technology Innovation Award recipients. This webinar will
make reference of each award recipient and present why GRC 20/20 is
recognizing them for their innovation in the GRC technology market. Attendees will
learn how new technology, interface design, mobility, and content integration are
changing how we use GRC technology.

Policy Management Technology: Market Overview & Selection Criteria
The mismanagement of policies has grown exponentially
within organizations. Left to ad hoc and manual processes
policies become ineffective, out of date, and introduce significant liability to the
organization. Policy managment solutions use technology to manage the policy
lifecycle and provide a portal for the maintenance, communication, training, and
administration of policies. The last two years has show a rising demand and
interest in technology to manage policies. This research webinar will give
attendees an overview of policy management solutions, how they benefit
companies, and provide crtieria to consider when evaluating a technology solution
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or developing one internally. Attendees will be able to address the following items:
How technology enables effective policy management
What types of technology are out there to manage policies and which is
more effective
Why do most internally developed systems fail for policy management
Who are the market leaders in policy management solutions
What differentiates policy management software vendors
Selection criteria for evauting policy management solutions
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GRC Technology Innovation Awards @ Research Webinar
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

Policy Management Technology: Market Overview &
Selection Criteria @ Research Webinar
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

Building (and Maintaining) a Modern-Day Compliance &
Ethics Program @ Conrad New York
Feb 12 all-day

2013 RSA Conference @ Moscone Center
Feb 26 – Thursday all-day

Dinner Roundtable: Engaging Risk, London @ The
Berkeley Hotel
12:30 pm – 7:00 am

Dinner Roundtable: Engaging Risk, Amsterdam
11:30 am – 4:00 pm

GRC 2013 @ MGM Grand
Mar 18 – Friday all-day

WORKSHOP: Regulatory Change & Policy Management @
New York City
Apr 4 – Friday all-day
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The 2013 GRC Summit @ Hyatt Harbor Side
8:00 am – Thursday @ 5:00 pm

MetricStream GRC Summit 2013 @ Mandarin Oriental
Apr 30 – Wednesday

Compliance Week 2013 @ Mayflower Hotel
May 20 – Wednesday all-day

Mon

Recent Blog Posts
2013 GRC Technology Innovation Awards
JANUARY 28, 2013

The GRC Mystery House
JANUARY 16, 2013

The Titanic: An Analogy of Enterprise Risk
DECEMBER 19, 2012

Improving Policies Through Metrics
DECEMBER 11, 2012

What is risk management?
NOVEMBER 20, 2012

Concluding the GRC Analyst Rant
NOVEMBER 14, 2012

Accepting Nominations for the 2013 GRC Technology Innovation Awards
NOVEMBER 14, 2012

Effective Policy Enforcement Involves Technology
OCTOBER 31, 2012

Policy Communication in a YouTube Generation
OCTOBER 23, 2012

Rethinking GRC: Analyst Rant, Gartner’s 2012 EGRC Magic Quadrant
OCTOBER 8, 2012

Accountability and Consistency in Policy Development
SEPTEMBER 24, 2012
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About GRC 20/20 Research
20/20 vision is perfect vision. Clarity in sight so you are able to process what is in
the world around you and react accordingly.
Clarity of Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance.
GRC 20/20 Research provides independent and objective research and analysis
on the topics related to Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance (GRC).
Our analysts bring real-world expertise, independence, creativity, and objectivity to
help organizations understand and apply strategies and technology to meet their
GRC challenges. Whether it is focused on a specific issue or an enterprise-wide
GRC strategy, clients seek GRC 20/20 analyst advice in achieving
sustainable and pragmatic innovation. GRC 20/20 advises the entire ecosystem of
GRC solution buyers, solution providers, and vendor clients. We serve the needs
of organizations who seek insight, guidance and advice in dealing with a dizzying
array of disruptive business models and technologies.
GRC 20/20 is a:
Client advocate, representing the needs of those purchasing solutions and
helping them navigate vendor hyperbole.
Product strategist, helping vendors understand the needs of solution
buyers to enable product, market, sales, and partner strategies.
Market evangelist, to educate and evangelize GRC strategies, ideas, and
the role of technology in making GRC processes efficient, effective, and agile.
Through ongoing research, interactions, and market research, GRC 20/20 is the
authority in understanding how organizations foster a culture where integrity is
central to governance, risk management, and compliance (GRC) practices. We
educate professionals to achieve effective, efficient, and agile GRC processes to
maintain a position of GRC integrity aligned with business values, objectives,
strategy, and performance.

INQUIRIES:
Do you need advice?
GRC 20/20 Research offers free 1/2 hour calls to those
implementing GRC strategies and products within
their environment - let us help you identify the best
approach as well as vendors to work with,
contact: inquiry@cgrc2020.com
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Was this email forwarded to you?
GRC 20/20 Group

GRCPundit
GRC Pundit Blog
Michael Rasmussen
Newsletter: forward to a friend

GRC 20/20 Research · w w w .grc2020.com
Our m ailing address is:
GRC 20/20 Research
4948 Bayfield Drive
Waterford, WI 53185
Add us to your address book
+1.888.365.4560 (main) +1.888.365.4561 (fax)
You're receiving this email because of your past interaction w ith
Michael Rasmussen and/or GRC 20/20 Research.
To unsubscribe from the GRC.Informer
New sletter, http://grc2020.us1.list-manage1.com/unsubscribe?
u=3c21fc3e3a4511ae9cb40a86b&id=c406030978&e=
[UNIQID]&c=f864b5dfe2
New subscribers can subscribe
here https://w w w .grc2020.com/register.php.
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